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Motivation

Solving with Freefem++
I We divide the resolution of this problem into two steps

I Construction of a finite element matrix
I Resolution of the linear system

Laplacian on a square

dof non zero matrix FE matrix Solve times
3607 24843 0.06 0.1
7941 54981 0.12 0.35
14094 97852 0.2 0.98

I Improvements must be made in solving linear systems arising
from discretization of PDEs



Parallel linear solver

A x = b

Two classes Direct solver and Iterative solver

Overview of direct solver P A Q = LU where P and Q are permutation
(including diagonal scaling) to avoid fill-in (reducing the number of
non-zero appear in triangular matrix L and U) also for numerical
stability.

Steps for sparse direct solver

1. Ordering equations of linear system and variables to minimize
fill-in

2. Symbolic factorization

3. Numerical factorization usually dominates total time

4. Solving step (Triangular solutions) and usually less than 5% total
time



Overiew of Direct Solver

I Goal of pivoting is to control element growth in L and U for
stability

I For numerical factorizations, we often relax the pivoting rule to
obtain better sparsity and parallelism (e.g., threshold pivoting,
static pivoting , . . .)

Parallel direct solver in FreeFem++

1. MUMPS (not downloaded automatically)
http : //graal.ens-lyon.fr/MUMPS/

2. SuperLU DIST
http : //crd.lbl.gov/ xiaoye/SuperLU/

3. Pastix
http : //dept-info.labri.u-bordeaux.fr/ ramet/pastix/main.html



Overiew of Direct Solver

I Real and Complex system

square matrix rectangular matrix
direct solver sym(patern also) unsym sym(patern also) unsym
SuperLU DIST yes yes yes yes
MUMPS yes yes no no
pastix yes no no no

Table: Type of matrix used by the different direct sparse solver



Overview of iterative solvers

I Generally used for very large problems where the memory
requirements of the direct methods can be considered a
bottleneck.

Krylov subspace methods x0 initial solution and xk solution at
iteration k.

I Set rk = b− A xk and Km(A, r) = (r, A r, ..., Am r) Approximated
solution xk ∈ Km(A, r) + x0

I Examples of Krylov subspace method: CG, BICGSTAB and
GMRES

I Convergence of this method depends on distribution of
eigenvalue of matrix A.

I In general, the more eigenvalues are clustered, the better the
convergence.

I To clusterize those eigenvalues, we used a preconditionner on the
linear system.



Iterative solvers: Preconditionner

M−1 A x = M−1 b

Preconditionner qualities
I M−1 ' A−1 with M−1 easy to compute
I Product y = M−1 x parallel (with low computation).

In general this two properties are difficult to realize.

Iterative solvers in FreeFem++
I pARMS

http :
//www-users.cs.umn.edu/∼saad/software/pARMS/index.html

I Hips
http : //hips.gforge.inria.fr/

I Hypre
https : //computation.llnl.gov/casc/linear solvers/sls hypre.html



Iterative solvers: Preconditionner
Solver and preconditionner

Solver Package Krylov Precon type
pARMS FGMRES Additive Scharz

BICGSTAB Schur Compl
DGMRES Recursive multilevel ILU

Hypre GMRES AMG
BICGSTAB AINV
Parallel CG Parallel ILU

Hips FGMRES ILUT
Parallel CG
HYBRID

ILU : Incomplete LU
Remark: Real system only

General conclusion on solver
I Large 3D : Iterative methods
I Several RHS : Direct methods if not large



General Interface for parallel solver
selection of the solver
solve( ....,solver=CG,...), problem( ....,solver=UMFPACK,...),
matrix A=varf(Vh,Vh,solver=sparsesolver), set(A, solver=,....)

// solver
I solver = sparsesolver
I general parameter

I lparams: vector of integer parameters (l is for c++ type long)
I dparams: vector of real parameters
I sparams: string parameters
I datafilename: name of the file which contains solver

parameters
I parameter for only Direct solver

I permr: row permutation (integer vector)
I permc: column permutation or inverse row permutation (integer

vector)
I scaler: row scaling (real vector)
I scalec: column scaling (real vector)



Example MUMPS solver

Laplacian3d.edp
verbosity=2;
load ”msh3”
load ”MUMPS FreeFem”
int nn=10;
mesh Th2=square(nn,nn);
fespace Vh2(Th2,P2);
Vh2 ux,uz,p2;
macro Grad3(u) [dx(u),dy(u),dz(u)]
problem Lap3d(u,v,solver=sparsesolver,lparams=ip, lparams=dp) = int3d(Th)(Grad3(v)’*Grad3(u)) +
int2d(Th,2)(u*v) - int3d(Th)(f*v) - int2d(Th,2) ( ue*v +(uex*N.x +uey*N.y +uez*N.z)*v ) + on(1,u=ue);

Lap3d;

Results

dof nnz time
5 105 4 106 1min20s

17 105 14 106 4mins31s
60 105 71 106 crack

Table: Solving Laplacian3d.edp on 16 procs and 32Go (Grid5000)



pARMS solver
Laplacian3d.edp

I Example use Flexible GMRES(30) and tol = 1e− 8 with RAS
as precond with localsolver GMRES(3)

I Declare two vectors int[int] ip(64); real[int] dp(64);
I set ip(0)=0 set solver to FGMRES
I set ip(5)=30 Krylov subspace dim=30
I set ip(1)=3 Restrictive Addative Scharwtz(RAS) global

preconditionner with ARMS as local preconditionner
I set dp(0) = 1e-8 tolerance

Laplacian3d.edp
load ”parms freefem” // parms as sparse linear solver.

problem Lap3d(u,v,solver=sparsesolver,lparams=ip, dparams=dp)

dof nnz time
5 105 4 106 30s
17 105 14 106 90s
60 105 71 106 200s

Table: Solving Laplacian3d.edp on 16 procs and 32Go (Grid5000)



Remarks
problem and solve

I each processor/core compute the matrix independently
I not optimal
I option in MUMPS solver : matrix in each processor/core
I Reason : matrix not computed in //

varf and matrix
I a trick to compute matrix on one processor

matrix A;
if(mpirank > 0){

A=[[1,0],[0,0]];
A.resize(sizeA); }

else{
A=varf( . . . );

}
I allow distributed matrix in MUMPS

General Remarks
I The size of the problem addressed is limited by node memory.
I For very large pb, we must be able to divide domains on

computer nodes.



Conclusion

Under development:
I Partition Finite element space.
I Use to construct directly parallel finite element matrix
I Direct use in parallel sparse solver already interface in

FreeFem++.


